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Abstract
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the N = 90 isotones and several light Lu (N = 90 - 96) isotopes are summarized and discussed in
terms of shape changes. These systematic analyses show a neutron and proton number dependent
deformations (both quadruple and y deformations) for these light rare earth nuclei. The stability
of the nuclear deformation with respect to 0 and y is also found to be particle number dependent.
Such particle number dependent shapes can be attributed to the different locations of the proton
and neutron Fermi levels in the Nilsson diagrams. Configuration dependent shapes are discussed
specially concerning the deformation difference between the proton ftS/r2|~[541] and the high-K hn/2

configurations. The observed large neutron band crossing frequencies in the As/si [5413 configuration
support the predicted large deformation of this configuration; but can not be reproduced by the
cranked shell model calculation according to the predicted deformations. Lifetime measurement for
15<Ho, one of the nuclei that show such a large fiyc in the ^~[541] band, indicates that deformation
difference can only account for 20% of such shift in hu>c.
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1. Introduction

Lnrgc amount of experimental data and theoretical interpretations exists for the

ncar-vrast spectroscopy at high angular momentum in the rare-earth region. Most of

these investigations, however, have been concentrated on the study of wen-cven and

odd-X nuclei, for example, the snics of ytterbium imclei ([Gaa.l], [Jon.2}. [Kow.lJ.

[Rie.l].[Roy.l] and [Wal.l]). Such studies have provided a understanding of many

high spin phenomena, such as rotational band crossings due to the alignment of pairs

of quasineutrons and quasiprotons; the quenching of static neutron pair correlations

at high angular momentum; the dependence of the nuclear shape on particle number,

configuration and rotational frequency, etc.

It is important to extend such high spin studies to odd-Z nuclei in order to estab-

lish the spectrum of proton states at large angular momentum. Many phenomena.

for example, the variation of the nuclear shape induced by the occupation of various

single-proton orbitals with different deformation driving forces, can be studied and

compared with the corresponding neutron effect. Furthermore, because of the large

^-factors associated with an unpaired proton, it is possible to investigate the details

of the nuclear wave functions by studying the magnetic dipole transition probabilities

between the favoured and unfavoured signature sequences of specific configurations.

A series of experiments have been carried out recently to study the odd-Z light

rare earth nuclei, e.g, 16ILu ([Vu.l]), 165Lu ([Jon.l], [Fra.l], [Fra.2]), ls7Lu (JYu.2]);

and I57Ho ([Gas.2]). Together with the existing data for another odd-A lutetium

isotopes, 163Lu ([Hon.l]), and the odd-Z, X = 90 isotones, 159Tnioo (lLar.lJ. [Lar.2].

[Sim.l], and [Gas.l]) and 15THo30 (IHag.l], [Sim.2] and [Rad.l]) the newly measured

data make the odd-A lutctium isotopes and the X = DO isotoncs the best studied od«l-

Z isotopic and isotnnic chain at high spin. A systematic analysis 021 these 3sorop«>

and isotones enn therefore be made for specific configurations.

The spectroscopy for quasiproton configurations would be identical for J»31 *!:«•

lutctium isotopes in the absence of mean field changes, since the proton configurations

are the same for all the isotopes. Changes of the single proton state spectrum as a

function of the neutron number will be particularly sensitive to changes 321 the iiwVar

shape.. This sensitivity combined with the variety of proton orbitals (both down- ;u:«i

orbitals on the Xilsson diagrams) in this mass region leads to a very



detailed and interesting spectroscopy for these nuclei. The heaviest hiietiuin isotope.
I67Luf,L;, is the most stably deformed nucleus presented in this work. The rotational

effect on single proton motion is exhibited in this nucleus witli the least ambiguity. As

a result this nucleus sets a benchmark for such a study in a stably deformed system.

With the decrease of neutron number, both the magnitude and stability of the nuclear

deformation is expected to decrease. The lightest lutetium isotope, 161LUMI is i:c::r

to the transitional region where the nuclear deformation changes from prolate to

spherical shape. Consequently it is least stable with respect to deformations. In such

a "soft"' system, the configuration- and angular momentum-dependent nuclear shapes

are expected. The rotational modification on single proton motion in a "soft*' system

can also be investigated and compared with the more stably deformed system.

Combined with the data of even-even, X = 90 isotones, 162Hf (iHiib.l], IG0Yb

([Rie.l] and [Gaa.l]) and 15SEr ([Sim.4] and [Tjo.l]), theodd-Z, X = 90 isotones make

the N = 90 isotonic chain the best studied isotonic chain at high spin. A systematic

study of these isotones allows the investigation of nuclear shapes influenced by the

changing mean field due to the change of proton Fermi surface.

Figure 1 is a map of the nuclei to be discussed. The contrasting locations of

proton and neutron Fermi levels on the Xilsson diagrams (see fig.2) for these two

chains of nuclei (in the upper- and lower- portions of the shell respectively) make the

comparison of isotopic and isotonic systematics most sensitive to the configuration

and particle number dependent shapes.

2. Systematic Trend of Deformations at Low Angular Momentum

2.1 Energy Signature Dependence at. Low Spin

Energy signature splittings are observed at low angular momentum for the ™V:~

mass lutetium isotopes and X = 90 isotoncs. sec fig-3. This figure summarizes iLc

energy signature, splitting. Ac', as a function of rotational frc<inc::cy for '"Ho., .
i;r'Tm9o, and Kil~I'-'rLu-.a_.l,-.. Ac' is defined as

where the parameters inside the parentheses are parity and signmure. (~.«). «»««J

e' is the experimental routhian for the corresponding configurations. The dramatic



feature shown in fig. 3 is the particle number dependence of the magnitude of the

signature splittings at tiu; < /Ju.'c. The splittings are most dramatic for the lighter

lutctium isotopes (e.g lfllLu and JCl3Lu). For the X = 90 isotones, the splittings are

pronounced for all the three nuclei with the heaviest isotone, !C1Lu, having the largest

Ac'. Such a large splitting at low spin for these nuclei is difficult to understand if

axially symmetric shapes are assumed. For axially symmetric nuclei, a signature

dependent decoupling in energy is expected and observed in the A* = | rotational

sequences. The signature dependent term in the hamiltoniau has different signs for

the a = + j and - | sequences thus producing the decoupled energies for the K = \

decay sequences. In a deformed rotating system, A" is not a conserved quantum num-

ber. The Coriolis interaction, which mixes K = \ components into the wave function

of bands with A' ^ | , leads to signature splitting in sequences with A" ^ | . Such

a splitting depends on the magnitude of the Coriolis matrix elements, which in first

order connect states with A A' = | ([Boh.l]). Therefore the splitting for configura-

tions with very large A* is inhibited at low spin. The decay sequences shown in fig.

3 are associated with the orbits in the middle or upper portion of the /»n/2 '"high-./

intruder" proton subshell. These orbits (either the §[514] or the §"[523] Xilsson con-

figuration) have large A* values at hu:— 0 (A* = 9/2 or 7/2). The rotational frequency

at which the large splitting occurs is not high enough to allow sufficient admixture of

the low-A' components into the wave function. Thus large signature splitting is not

expected. Indeed, a simple cranked shell model calculation assuming axially sym-

metric shapes predicts no signature splitting in energy for ftu: < O.'loMtV. The large

signature splittings for these isotones at low spin can be understood ([Bcn.lj, jFra.3j,

[Lea.l]. and [Vu.l]) as the deviation of the nuclear shapes from axial symmetry (i.e.

~,-deformation). The occupation of a high-./ quasiproton wi;h the favoured sigjisitr.ro

(the a = —1/2 signature for /i,i/2 shell) strongly polarizes the core shape especially

in *; degree of freedom. The nuclear shape is "driven" toward ~, > 0 for A in the lower

portion of the .shell, not affected f»-r A in mid-shell and "driven" toward -; < 0 for

A in the upper portion of the shell (Lund convention, see ref. [Aml.i]). In contrast.

the polarization effect of occupying a qunsiprottm with the unfavoured signature is

small. The predicted dependence of the two signatures of the lowot jicgativc-parity

quasiproton configurations on 7 deformation is shown for Z == 71 in fig.4. This figure



shows that both signature components of the lowest hu/2 protons are energetically

favoured at negative •)• values. The a = — 5 orbit lies lower in energy and h;is a

pronounced minimum fit a rather large negative value of 7. Such a non-iocinlJy sym-

metric shape of the nucleus and the different shapes of the two signatures give an

enhanced energy signature splitting compared to the axially symmetric system.

Not only can the signature partners of soft nuclei assume different ~t deformations,

but such signature-dependant 7 deformations will change as a function of the proton

and neutron numbers. The nucleus is either driven toward different 7 deformations

or not influenced by the valence particles depending on the relative positions of the

Fermi levels in the shell (see the preceding paragraph). Indeed, the increase of energy

signature splitting in the negative-parity decay sequences of the X = 90 isotoncs with

increasing Z is attributed to such a change in the 7 deformation between the middle

and the upper portion of the A11/2 shell. For example, a static 7 deformation of

about —20° is necessary to account for the observed splitting of the negative-parity

configurations in IC1LUJIO below the band crossing, and those for 159Tni9o and 15-Hoca

are —16" and —10° respectively ([Ham.l]). It, however, is difficult to distinguish the

effect of a static 7 deformation from a softness in the 7 degree of freedom.

The changing of the proton Fermi level also affects the $2 deformation of the

nucleus. This can be qualitatively understood from the proton Xilsson diagrams,

see fig. 2. The occupation of an oblate proton orbit" drives the nucleus toward a

smaller quadruple deformation. Such a decrease of quadruple deformation also gives

rise to increased signature splitting since the proton Fermi level is closer to the low-A"

components of the shell for smaller quadru]3le deformations.

The neutron number dependence of changes in the spectra of quasiprotnn ?}«-:;<•>

for an odd-Z isotopic chain particularly reflects changes in the nuclear shape. «:::<-<?

to first approximation the same spectra are expected fur idrntic.il quasipmrnu con-

figurations assuming the same shape. Differences in the spectra of qu««prcrtoii sijjirs

therefore are directly attributed to different nuclear shape?. In fig.3 ihe <5ru.«i:c de-

crease of energy signature splitting fit low spin with increasing neutron n«Hil»rr f<*r

'The definition of prolate and oMale orJu'lals, downward and upward sloping p>*]>cciive!y, OH i3»-

Nilsson diagrams, see fig.o, distinguishes 1 tie relative projection of 1 lie intrinsic angular innHnirius:i
on the nuclear-symmetry and rotational axes. OMatc and prolate orbitals are illustrated for a J-KO.-.K?
nucleus in fig.5



the lutctium isotopes is a clear indication of shape changes from the lighter to heavier

isotopes. The decrease of splitting with increasing neutron number is the result of

both the increased stability of the axially symmetric shapes and the increased mag-

nitude of the quadruple deformation associated with the occupation of downward

sloping neutron Xilsson levels between X = 90 and 9G, see the right-hand side of fig.

2. In contrast to the case of protons as discussed in the preceding paragraph?, the

occupation of prolate neutron orbitals at the lower portion of the j'j'13/2 shell drives

the nucleus toward positive 7 and larger quadruple deformations. The almost van-

ishing energy signature splitting in 1C7Lu indicates that this nucleus is most stably

deformed and has the largest quadruple deformation and the least deviation from

axial symmetry.

Self-consistent calculations ([Wys.l]) also show consistent deformation systemat-

ics for these isotopes. Fig. 6 shows the the $2 — 7 dependence of the total routhians

for the lowest negative-parity, a = —1/2 configurations in the odd-mass X = 90 and

Z = 71 nuclei at hu;^ 0.2 MeV. Such plots show a particle number dependence of the

stability of the nuclear shapes. The total routhian minimum is best defined on the

#2-7 plane for the heaviest lutctium isotope, 16"Lu. This nucleus has also the largest

quadruple deformation and the smallest deviation from axial symmetry (the energy

minimum has the largest j32 and 7% 0). With the decrease of neutron number the

stability of the nuclear deformation decreases, i.e. the energy minimum becomes less

well defined with respect to 32 and 7. This "softness" is especially pronounced with

respect to 7. For lclLu&0, the lowest energy contour line has 7 values varying from

< —30° to +10°. The quadruple deformation is also significantly reduced from X =

90 to 90. For the X = 90 isotones. the removal of the upper-shell huj2 protons by

decreasing the proton number from 71 to G7 apparently stabilizes the nuclear *haj<e

especially with respect to 7 and increases the quadruple deformation .:?». Surh a sy«-

tcmatics is in agreement with the observed systematic trend of the cwrcy signature

dependence.

2.2 Signature Df.pciulcvcr. of Tranfiiioji Rates at Low Spin

The large energy .signature splitting discussed in the preceding jrutaection is a

clear indication of non-axially symmetric shapes for the lighter lutctinm isotopes ami

X = 90 isotones, but not a definite evidence. Since di'fercnt models based on rjif-



fcrent assumptions and parameters predict different magnitudes of energy split tings

even for the same deformation, it is important to investigate additional experimental

quantities that are sensitive to the deformations.

Figure 7 shows the relative ratios, B(Ml, I -» / - l)/B(E2,1 -* I - 2). of ihe

reduced magnetic dipolc and electric quadruple transition probabilities of the dec;iy

sequences associated with the lowest ~hu/2 configurations for Ia'Hoc.o, I!J9Tinj»o : i 1^
lcl-167Lu90_96. In fig.7, the B(M\,I -* I - l)/B(E2J — 1-2) ratios at low spin

(below the first band crossing) arc characterized by a signature dependence that is

smallest for the heaviest lutctium isotope, 1C7Lu. Lifetime measurements for 15'Ho;io

([Hag.l]) and I59Tm?o ((Gas.lj) show no signature dependence of B{E2.I —> 1 — 2)

values at low spin within the experimental uncertainties of 20% and 15% for lo0Tmoo

and 15<Ho9o respectively. The observed signature dependence of the B(1II)/B(E2)

ratios is therefore attributed to the B(M1,I —» / — 1) values.

The signature dependence of B(M1) values is related to the amplitude of A" = \

component in the wave function through a mechanism similar to the decoupling in

the excitation energies responsible for the energy signature splitting discussed in the

preceding subsection. Such a signature dependence of B(M1) values does not in

itself give definite evidence for the triaxiality of the nuclear shape. However, it is

proved ([Hag.3]) that there exists a definite relation between the signature splittings

of routhians and the B(M1) values, if the nucleus has an axially symmetric shape.

In a semiclassical approximation ([Don.l]) based on cranking, if the nucleus is axially

symmetric about the r-axis or has a very small triaxiality, the reduced Ml-transition

probability is:

Therefore below the band crossing (i.e. in =0) .

_ !±1 _ i _ £

Particle-rot or calculations ([Hag.3]) also show that a similar relation is valid £•:•

axially symmetric shapes, and that it works very well in the ReformatSon-i*3igj:<x!

limit. The validity of this relation is therefore a test of the axial symmetry of t3:e



nuclear shape. From cq. (3) the relative signature dependence of B(M1) values can

be expressed by:

A"P"L. « 2 L (4,

where A" = y 1 — ' ; ^ — 'f-

The relative splitting £$i{*}t
 c a n ')C ex t i ac t c<l u o m experimental B(M1)/B(E2)

ratios, and compared to the empirical values calculated from the right hand side

of cq. (4) using experimental values of Ae'/tiu;. The results of both experimental

and empirical values of AD(Ml)/D(Ml) are shown in fig.S for n7ttow, 159Tin3o.

and I61~167Lu9o-96 at spin / ss 10. The "expected" AD(Ml)/D(Ml)aie values are

overestimated for I57Ho and 165Lu by more than a factor of two and for 159Tm, I6M03Lu

by a factor of 3 -4. For l67Lu the expected value is close to the experimental value.

The large discrepancies between the expected and measured values for I61Lu, 1C3Lu,

and lo9Tm suggest sizable triaxial deformations for these nuclei. This conclusion is

consistent with the large energy signature splittings at this spin region discussed in

the preceding subsection.

3. Deformation and the AB Neutron Band Crossings

One of the indirect informations about the nuclear deformation is the band cross-

ing frequency, hu,<c, which in many cases can be determined accurately from experi-

ment. Theoretically such a crossing frequency is associated with: (1) the projection,

j x , of the angular momentum component on the rotation axis for the aligning orbitals

responsible for the band crossing; and (2) the quasiparticle energies of the aligning

orbitals defined as:

where .A. tu and A are the pair gap parameter, the single particle energy of state

v and the Fermi level associated with the appropriate particle number. For nuclei

with Fermi levels close to the aliening orbits [therefore (f,, — A) is small in cq. <-j<J.

bund crossing frequencies arc dominantly determined by pair gap. A. Band crossing

frequencies are also sensitive to the relative position of the Fermi level with rrsjwct

to the aligning orbitnls. This influence is specially important when the single panicle

term, (eu — A)2, in cq. (5) is large. Thus deformation can influence A~c by changing

the position of Fermi level relative to the aligning orbitals.



In the past few years, studies on some Ta and Re isotopes ([Bad]. [Wsil.2])

have shown that the AB neutron band crossing is shifted to n larger frequency in

the proton /?9/2 ^"[511] Xilsson configuration relative to the other configurations.

Such shifts of the AB neutron band crossing frequencies arc also observed in some

light rare earth nuclei, e.g. IG7Lu ([Yu.2]), 105Lu {[Jon.l]) and 15THo ([Rad.lj). The

magnitudes of these shifts, measured relative to the average crossing frequency in the

yrast sequences of the neighbouring even-even isotones:

6huie = h*'c(o<kl — Z, - [541]) - h^'c(cvcn — even, yr«.>/), (C)

arc summarized in fig. 9. Deformation effects qualitatively describe ([Wai.2]) the

shift of hu:c to larger frequencies in the |"[54l] configuration. The strongly down-

sloping §"[541] orbit in the Xilsson diagrams (see the left-hand side of fig. 2) drives

the nuclear shapes toward a large quadruple deformation. As a result, the nuclear

deformation is larger when an odd proton occupies this orbit compared to the occupa-

tion of other orbits. Indeed, self-consistent cranking calculations reproduce ([Wal.2])

most of the observed shift for 177ReJ02. It should be noted, however, that not only is

the observed fjwc relatively small in 17TRe]02 (e.g. less than half of that in '^Luoc* sec

fig. 9), but also the j'13/2 quasineutron band crossing for this nucleus, for which the

Fermi level is moved away from the highly alignable orbits, is more sensitive to the

deformation. This sensitivity decreases with the decreasing neutron number. For the

96 neutrons of :67Lug6, the neutron Fermi level is closer to the highly alignable /12/2

orbitals than for 1"Re]o2- Therefore the quasineutron energy, Eu, is less sensitive to

deformation changes. Self-consistent calculations ([Xaz.l]) based on a Woods-Saxon

nuclear potential only predict about 50% of the observed shift in crossing frequencies

for the \ [341] decay sequence in 1<:"Lu. For the lightest nuclei shown in fig. 0.
lo-Hoc,0. the predicted shift is less than 20% of the observed value. A recent J::<»-

surcment ([Gas.2]) of the lifetimes for both the /»;</2 5~[-J41] and the huj2 ;~I-J23]

configurations in ' ' Ho indicates that the experimentally determined <i<foi:n;ii:on

difference between these two configurations can only account for about '20'A of the

observed shifts in U~:. Such a result agrees with the exprctcd MTJ.III sensitivity of

AB neutron band crossing frequency to deformations when the neutron Fcirai lew!

is close to the bottom of the i13j2 subshcll. The measured large shifts of crossing

frequencies in decay sequences associated with the /»f>/2 |"[541j Xilsson configuration



versus other configurations for these nuclei arc difficult to understand only in terms

of deformation differences. A further theoretical investigation is needed to interpret

the physical basis of this discrepancy.

4. Spcctroscopic Phenomena at Higher Spin

4-1 Alignment Syfic.mat.ics nbox<c ihc AD Crossing

The systeniatics of the aligned angular moment tun for the X = 00 i sot ones are

summarized in fig. 10. An interesting feature is observed, in the negative-parity decay

sequences of ieiLu90) i.e. the gradual, yet sizable, alignment gain at intermediate

frequencies (0.25 < tiu: < OAOMeV) between the neutron and proton band crossings,

see fig.10. This feature is absent in the positive-parity decay sequences of lc lLu, and

the other odd-Z, X = 90 isotoncs. However, it is observed, though less pronounced, in

the negative-parity decay sequences of 159Tnioo and is nearly absent i:i the negative-

parity decay sequences of 15lHoc»o-

A similar gradual gain in alignment, increasing in magnitude as a function of Z.

has been known ([Rie.l], [Rie.2] and [Fra.4]) at mid frequencies in the (+.0) decay

sequences of the even-mass, N = 90 isotones, see fig. 10. Since this feature is absent

in the ( - , 0), ( - , 1), {-, | ) and ( - , -§ ) sequences (AF,AE, ABE, and ABF quasineu-

tron excitations respectively) of the even-A, X = 90 and 91 isotones, it was suggested

([Rie.2] and [Fra.4]) to be the result of a band crossing associated with the excitation

of the lowest-frequency pair of negative-parity quasineutrons (EF). This explana-

tion, however, fails to explain the gradual alignments in the negative-parity decay

sequences of 159Tm90 and 161Lugo, that are absent in the positive-parity sequences of

tliese same nuclei. The positive- and negative-parity decay sequence; :n these ot!d-

Z isotones should have the same quasineutron configuration: thus P.r.y quaM«cuir«>:i

alignment should cither occur, or not occur, in both positive- and ::ogntivc-parity

sequences. (These syMcmatics rue also di.«riis.«cd in rrfs. [Hiib.l] ;n:<3 [Bi:i.l]^-

The physical basis of the relative alignment gains of the 3icgj»J:ve-]«aity t'.cc;iy

sequences with respect to the positive-parity sequences in K"'T:n and :vlLii ivmains

unexjjlaincd. It is noted that this feature is :1:01c prononncol ft<r ::ii<-3ci with a

smaller 32 dcfcu-mation and also is anti-corrolated with the tlie stability vi ni:c]c;ir

deformation in both the ..?> and 7 degrees of freedom. Xo such giwhinl sligniwut

10



gains arc observed for the heavier lutetium isotopes. This may be associated wish a

more stable nuclear shape for these isotopes resulting from the addition of neutrons,

sec also discussion in sect. 2.

J.2 Energy Signature Dependence above the AD Bund Crossing

The large energy signature splittings at low spin (sec subsect. 2.1). \vhi«*h favours

the a = — 5 sequence, in the negative-parity decay sequences of the lighter lutcthmi

isotopes and heavier X = 90 isotoncs disappears above the AB band crossing!:, sec

fig. 3. The small splitting above the AB band crossings for these nuclei favours

the a = + j sequence. Such a dramatic change of signature splitting is the result

of deformation changes due to the occupation of a pair of 113/2 quasineutrons. The

excited low-Q ii3/2 quasineutron orbitals drive the nuclear shape toward a positive

7 deformation, see the right-hand side of fig. 4, thus canceling the driving effect of

quasiprotons ([Yu.l]), and producing a stable, axially-symmetric nuclear shape for

these isotones and isotopes. It is noted that the relative change of energy signature

splitting, Ae', is the largest for 161Lu, indicating a larger change of nuclear shape

below and above the AB band crossing for this nucleus compared to the other isotones

and isotopes. This feature is consistent with th<? "softness" of nuclear potential

expected in this nucleus.

At the largest rotational frequencies, a sizable signature dependence of energy

develops for 167Lu in the negative-parity decay sequences based on the § [514] Xilsson

configuration, see fig. 3. A similar, though smaller, signature splitting in energy is

also observed ([Fra.l] and [Fra.2]) for this configuration in 165Lu, see fig. 3. Such a

energy signature splitting at high spin is attributed to the admixture of the low-A"

/?n/2 components into the wave functions.

4-3 Transition Raits at Higher Spins

At the region of the ix?,/2 quasineutron band crossing, the increases of tl:e B{M1)/B\E2)

ratios for all the nuclei shown in fi»". 7 are qualitatively expected in term of the in-

crease in B{Ml) dr.c to the increased neutron alignment. However. ;Le m:s»in":i!es

of the increases for the lighter lutctium isotopes are considerably larger thfsn tho.-e

for the other nuclei. Such a large increase can not be explained entirely by :he in-

creased B(Ml) values based on the experimental alignment gain if a stable, axially

symmetric shape is assumed. The alignment gains associated with the AB neutron

11



band crossing for these isotonic and isotopic chains of nuclei have similar magni-

tudes. By assuming constant value of B(E2), the relative increase of B(M1) values

at the band crossing can be extracted from the experimental ratios of B(M1)/B(E2).

Such experimentally extracted relative increases of B(M1) values are compared with

the "expected"' increases according to eq.(2). Figure 11 shows such a comparison

for 157Ho9o, tSDTmMl and lcl~1G7Lu3O-o6- The experimental relative increases were

obtained by assuming a constant value of B(E2) and defined as:

27(.Vl,f»20)

where (^nrU)ix-2o and( gVg2'J)/a;io are the averaged experimental B(M1)/B(E2) ratios

at spin I « 20 and / « 10 respectively. The expected relative increases of B(M1)

values are the ratios of the calculated B(M1) values at / = 20 and / = 10 respectively.

The proton and neutron gyromagnetic ratios used in the calculation are gp = 1.26 and

gn = —0.2 for ftn/2 protons and ?13/2 neutrons. The effective g-factor for collective

rotation, gx, is assumed to be 0.4 below and 0.3 above the AB neutron band crossing.

The alignment gains, A?', caused bj* the excitation of a pair of i\3/t quasincutrons,

are taken from the experimental alignments.

The expected increase of B(M1) values for 157Ho, 159Tm, l65Lu and 167Lu are

in good agreement with the experimental values under the assumption of constant

B(E2) values. However, the expectations under-estimate the increases for 1<31Lu and
I63Lu by a factor of 3 and 2 respectively. Such discrepancies can be the results of

either an improper assumption of constant B(E2) values or an abnormal behavior

of B(M1) values. Eq. (2) is valid only for nuclei with axially symmetric shape or

small triaxiality ([Don.l]). Both 1G1Lu and 3'"Lu are expected to have considerably

large deviation from axial symmetry at low spin. For nuclei with large anisotropy

(hi ^ 20*) a difference in the principle moments of inertia should be considered

([Ham.2]). A different coupling scheme for the unfavoured states is also expected

when 7 ~ —303. In this coupling scheme the U(.Vl) values are nearly quenched

([Ham.3]). Such a reduction of B(Ml) values due to the non-axial >hapcs below the

AB band crossing gives rise to the relative increase of B(Ml) values at the crossing. A

decrease of B(E2) valv.es can also enhance the relative increase of the B(M1)/B(E2)

ratios. The observed abnormally large increase of B(M1)/B(E2) ratios at the AB

12



neutron band crossing most probably are the combination of a reduction of B(M1)

values below the band crossing due to the negative--/ deformation, and a decrease of

B(E2) values at the crossing.

An increase of 2?(.1/1,I —* I — l)/D(E2,1 —» 1 — 2) ratios occurs at the largest

spin for 1!0Tm and 1<i5Lu, see fig. 7. Such an increase may be the result of a de-

crease of D(E2) values. Detailed discussion for these increases are given refs. [Hag.2]

and [Fra.2]. For 16ILu, the D{M\J -+I - 1)/J5(£2, / - / - 2) ratios above the AB

neutron band crossing remain the abnormally large value up to the rotational fre-

quency where a proton alignment is expected to occur. Such a pattern suggests a

possible decrease of B(E2) values not only at the band crossing, as that discussed in

the preceding paragraphs, but also at higher spins, since a decrease of B(M1) value

is expected due to the decrease of the effective K values as a function of &-*, see

ref. [Don.l]. At high angular momentum, a signature dependence of B(M1)/B(E2)

is observed in 16<Lu and 15THo. Such a signature dependence results from the ro-

tationally induced Coriolis mixing that is also responsible for the signature split-

ting in energies (see the discussion in sects. 2.1, 2.2). The signature dependence

of B{Ml, I -» I - \)/B{E2,I -* 1-2) ratios in 16rLu qualitatively agrees with the

expectations from the signature dependence in energies.

5. Absolute Transition Probabilities

Direct information about nuclear shapes can be derived from the experimentally

measured transition quadruple moments. Such information is available for most of

the N = 90 isotones. Figure 12 summarizes the transition quadruple moments for

the yrast bands of five X = 00 isotone.s. Two interesting features are observed whe:i

the ocld-A nuclei are compared to their neighbouring even-evc:i isotn::e.s: 1) Th«*

transition quadruple moments for '"Ho is smaller than n cDy and KfjYb at low sp::i.

2) The decrease of O. as a function of spin exhibited in the ev<.-:i-evr:i 5soto:i«*s :•=

absent in both '"Ho and I5<JTm.

The first feature suggests that '"Ho has a smaller quadruple deformation tha:j

its neighbouring even-even isotones. Two possible causes may be attribute*! to I3J:<

odd-even deformation difference. The first cause may be the polai'izaiion c»f J2;C

nuclear shape by the odd proton which only exists in the odd-Z nucleus. The proton

13



2~[323] orbit appears to be flat in the Xilsson diagrams (sec the left-hand side

of fig. 2). The cranked shell model calculation shows, however, this orbit has a

driving force toward smaller quadruple deformations at a finite rotational frequency.

The occupation of one such orbit in 157Ho may have a stronger influence on the

nuclear shape than the occupation of a pair of these orbits in u<f'Dy and "<0Yb.

Therefore 157Ho exhibits a smaller quadruple deformation compared to 1;i<'Dy and
1C0Yb. The second cause may be associated with the different occupation probabilities

of the proton /??/2j~[54l] orbit between the odd-Z and even-even isotoncs. The

smaller proton pair correlations for the odd-Z nuclei indicates a smaller occupation

probability of the 5~[541] orbit, which is above, yet not too far away from the Fermi

level for 157Ho, 15CDy, and I60Yb. Since the §""(541) orbit has a strong driving force

toward a large quadruple deformation, a smaller occupation probability of this orbit

in lo'Ho naturally will produce a smaller quadruple deformation.

For I59Tm, the Qt values are nearly in between those of its neighbouring even-

even isotones. This is hard to understand in term of the first cause of the odd-even

deformation difference argued for 15"Ho, see the preceding paragraph. The second

cause argued for 15THo, however, may not be valid for 159Tm, since the |~[54l3 orbit

is expected to be further away from the Fermi level for the heavier X = 90 isotones.

It is therefore possible that no obvious odd-even deformation difference exists for the

heavier N = 90 isotones.

The second odd-even difference, the absence of the decrease of Qt as a function

of spin for the odd-A isotones, may be partially associated with the odd-even de-

formation differences. The decrease of transition quadruple moments (or the B(E2)

values) as a function of spin were observed for the even-cven X = 00 isotoncs ([Enil.i].

[O?h.l], [Bec.l]. and [Few.lj) and for several Yb isotopes ({Bnc.2] and [CIH.1]). TL;<

phenomenon has been attributed ([Gar.l j) to the modification of single particle state

by rotational motion. In the presence of rotaTionally-mduccd Coriolis «m<l centrifugal

forces, the degenerate pair of strongly polarizing :mrIrons {i.e. im«:lcons moving jn ;i

high-j, low O orbits), moving in time reversed orbits, becomes strongly split i:i cnc2ir>\

At a certain frequency, this splitting becomes largo enough to cause the "unfavoured"

state (corresponding to the nuclcon moving in a direction opposite to the nuclear ro-

tation) to be depopulated. The loss of such strongly shape-driving slates Iwloiv or

14



around the Fermi level causes the decrease of the nuclear quadruple deformation,

thus resulting in a decrease of transition quadruple moment. A smaller quadruple

deformation anticipated for 157Ho (sec the preceding paragraph) may cause the iws

of the high-j, low-H orbit to occur at a much lower rotational frequency. For a smaller

quadruple deformation, the neutron Fermi level is closer to the low-0 components of

the ;,3/2 subshell. As a result, the nucleus docs not need to rotate as fast to loo?e

the anti-aligning, high-j orbit. Consequently no decrease of Qt is observed for !>'Ho

in the spin region where the decrease is observed for the even-even isotoncs (i.e. at

or above the AB neutron band crossing, see fig. 12). For 157Ho, the experimental Qt

decreases by 30% from spin 15/2 to 17/2 (see fig. 12). It should be noted, however.

that at such a low spin, Qt is sensitive to the effective K values used in the extraction

of Qt from the measured lifetime. The mixing of low-K components due to a small

triaxiality expected in this nucleus may reduce the amount of the above mentioned

decrease in Qt. At higher spins, the Qt values show no further decrease in lo 'Ho. The

connection between the lower-frequency (spin) occurrence of the decrease of Qt and

the smaller quadruple deformation is also observed in a systematic analysis ([Gar.2])

of this phenomenon for several Yb isotopes.

For 15STm, no obvious decrease of Qt is observed even at low spin. Since l59Tm lias

a larger quadruple deformation than ieoYb (the Qt values for 159Tm are larger than

those for 160Yb at low spin; self-consist ant calculation ([Wys.l]) also predicts a larger

quadruple deformation for 159Tm), the lack of decrease in 1S9Tm compared to K'°Yb

is difficult to understand in terms of the reasons argued for :°'Ho in the preceding

paragraph. This indicates a more complicated mechanism behind the decrease of Qt

and the lack or earlier occurrence of this decrease in the od«l-Z j.«oto::c.?. More «l;»Ta

for the odd-Z nuclei fire needed in order to fully understand this odd-even difference

of transition quadruple moments.

G. Summary

Several recent high spin studies on the light lutetium isotopes. ''"'"'^'Lii (|Yn.l\

[Hon.l], [Jon.l], [Fra.l. 2] and [Yu.2]). and the odd-Z, X = 00 isotone<, " :Ho,, ,
l s sTmM , and 16ILu;<,(;Hag.l], [Gns.2]. [Sim.lJ. [Ga<=.lj. and [Yu.lj) a e sn::miai»<!

and compared to the rclcvr.jit even-even isotopes. The systematic fjjMilysjs concen-

trates specially on the study of nuclear shapes and their stabilities for the wM-Z.
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X = 90 isotoncs and the lutctium isotopes with respect to the various deformation

degrees of freedom.

The results of the systematic analysis on energies and relative transition proba-

bilities indicate that the heaviest lutctium isotope, IC'Lu, has not only the largest

quadruple deformation but also the best defined shape with respect to the various tie-

formation degrees of freedom. The nuclear shapes and other properties for the lighter

isotopes CTII therefore be compared to such a good example of a well deformed light

rare earth nucleus. The results from the comparison show evidences for a decreased

quadruple deformation with decreasing neutron number for the lutctium isotopes and

with increasing proton number for the N = 90 isotones. Energy signature splittings

and their relations with the signature dependent transition rates at low spin indi-

cate that the lightest lutctium isotope, 1<5lLu has not only the smallest quadruple

deformation, but also the least well defined shape among both the lutethrai isotopes

and X = 90 isotones. The "softness" of the nuclear potential is associated with both

the quadruple deformation and the 7-degree of freedom. The neutron number de-

pendence of shapes is consistent with the expectation in terms of the polarization

effect of the valence particles. The low lying locations of the neutron Fermi levels in

the neutron ?i3/2 subshell for 161~169Lu suggests a larger quadruple deformation and

a more stable shape for a isotope occupying a larger number of low-fi /13/2 neutrons.

Such a shape systematics is also consistent with the recently calculated equilibrium

shapes at low spin for these isotopes. The same analysis carried out for the X = 90

isotones shows an opposite dependence of nuclear shapes on the proton number. The

contrasting locations of the proton Fermi levels in the middle or upper portion of the

'̂11/2 proton subshell for the three odd-Z. X = 90 isotoncs result in n:i increased i;.

-• deformation and shape stability for smaller number of protons.

The large signature splittings in onerey at low spin and the incompatible relation

of these splittings with the signature dependence of D{Ml) values expected for «:i

axially symmetric systrm also suggest a significant triaxiality for the lighter hilctj«::i

isotopes and heavier X = 00 isotoncs. Such a deviation of nuclear sL;»pe from axial

symmetry is understood ns the result of the negative-", driving force of the unpaired

''11/2 quasiproton. However, it is difficult to extract quantitative information abnut

the -v deformation from the experimental data. The separation of static and dynamic

1G



7 deformations is also difficult.

The polarization effects of different types of valence qur.siprotons on the core

shapes are studied by comparing the different configurations in the odd-Z, X = 90 iso-

toncs and lutetium isotopes. The yrast decay sequences of these nuclei are associated

with the proton orbits lying in the middle or upper portion of the hu/2 subshell. For

the heavier lutetium isotopes and the lightest Nf = 90 isotone, 15'Ho:,o. level schemes

are also established for the decay sequences associated with the |~[541] Nilsson state

that lies at the bottom of the ho/2 subshcll. Comparisons of the quasineutron band

crossing frequencies in the |~[541] band with those in the yrast configurations of their

neighbouring even-even nuclei show significant differences. The systematic shifts of

the AB quasineutron band crossing frequencies to a larger value in the \ [541] con-

figuration than those in the other configurations are indicative of a larger quadruple

deformation for this configuration. However, considerable discrepancies are observed

between the expectations from the cranked shell model calculation based on the ex-

pected equilibrium deformations and the experimental data especially for the nuclei

with neutron Fermi surface lying at the bottom of the 213/2 subshell. A full under-

standing of the cause of the shift of the AB neutron band crossing calls for further

investigation from the theoretical side.

Transition quadruple moments deduced from lifetime measurements for the X

= 90 isotones are also presented and discussed in a systematic way. The smaller

average value of the transition quadruple moments for 15THo9o extracted from the

lifetime measurement compared to its neighbouring even-even isotones, Io6Dy and
loSEr, may be associated with the odd-even difference of proton pair correlations:

the smaller proton pair correlations for 157Ho gives a smaller occupation probability

of the ~h<,/2 \ [341] configuration, making ISlHo 3<->s driven to the large deformation

by th:s orbit compared to its neighbouring even-even isotoucs. On the othrr hnnd. d:c

presence of an odd proton in the ~'»ii/^~{523] orbit in ls7Ho may drive the nucJev.*

toward a smaller quadruple deformation. As n result. J '"Ho h;is a s-;:ir:j!cr qumlnij»!c

deformation compared to its neighbouring evrn-evrn i.aotoix*?. Although the lack of

a decrease in Q, <it high spin for ' "Ho compared to the cvcn-cvcn isotoiws c;i:i be

partially attributed to its smaller deformation (sec sect. 0). the- failure of iuUTpiciir.g

the lack of decrease in l l0Tm using the same argument suggests a more complicated
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mechanism behind this phenomenon.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: The X= 90 isotoncs and odd-A lutctium isotopes discussed in this work-

Figure 2: Nilsson-modcl diagrams (plots of single-particle energy as a function

of quadruple deformation, e) for protons (left-hand side) and neutrons (right-hand

side) calculated using modificd-oscillator potentials ([Ben.2]) parametrized as in rcf.

[Ben.3].

Figure 3: Energy signature splitting. Ac' = e'(n = +1/2) — c'(n = —1/2), as a

function of rotational frequency for the decay sequences associated with the proton

''11/2 yrast configurations in lt51~167Lu, 157Ho and ir'°Tm. See sect. 1 for data sources.

Figure 4: Cranked shell model calculation of the 7-dependence of the lowest

negative-parity quasiproton (left-hand portion) and positive-parity quasineutron (right-

hand portion) configurations at Tiu= 0.03 /J^-O(0.23 MeV). Solid and dashed curves

denote a = + | and a = —\ respectively. The proton and neutron Fermi levels

[Ap = o.SSf\u;o (For 161Lu, ftu0 = 7.240 and 7.S33 MeV for protons and neutrons

respectively), Xn = 6A6hu:0] were fixed at 7 = 0 to correspond to Z = 71 and N =

90. The deformation parameters, €2= 0.2 and e^= 0, are appropriate for 161Lugo- The

pair gap parameter, A, was taken to be 0.14 hu:0 (= 1.05 MeV), i.e. approximately

equal to S0% and 90% of the odd-even mass differences for protons and neutrons

respectively. The remaining parameters of the oscillator potential were taken from

ref. (Ben. 3].

Figure 5: Comparison of the prolate and oblate orbitals in prolately-deformed

nuclei. The intrinsic angular momentum, j , for nuclcons moving in such orbitals are

indicated together with the projections on the nuclear symmetry axis, Q, and on the

axis of rotation. j T .

Figure G: Comparison of calculated ([\Vy$.l]) potential energy surfaces for the

lowest negative-parity, a = —1/2 configurations of 1'"I1';:J1*Vi">~T.u. r'7Ho and 15STai.

Thc?e s\ufacos were calculated as a function of .?j and -• :a !t~' =s 0.2 MeV using the

Xilsson Stn:tin.-ky procedure. The pairing gap parameters nr<? fixed at the rubies

calculated with the DCS method at /)_• = 0.

Figure 7: D{Ml.I —> / — \)/D(E7.I —• / — 2) ratios <ts n function of spin for
IS7Ho50, '"Tmoo, an<l IB |-1C7LTIOT-M. Sec feet. 1 for data «mnv?. For IS!lTai tlic

ratio corresponding to / = 33.5/t is S.25 ± 0.G3.
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Figure S: Comparison of "expected'1 [see eq. (4)] and experimentally extracted

relative B(M1) signature splittings averaged at spin « y for the yrast configuration

of ISTHooo, 159Tm90, and I6|-l67Luoo-9C

Figure 9: Summary of the shifts, fhutet of the AB quasincutron band crossing

frequencies, for the decay sequences based on the j~[541] Nilsson configuration in
lsrHo([Rad.l], wsLu ([Jon. 1] and [Fra. 1]), >67Lu([Yu.2]), lfi9Ta RLi.l]), 171173Ta

([Bac.3]), 171Rc ([Bar.l]), and 177Re ([Wal.2]) with respect to this crossing in the

neighbouring even-even isotoncs. The precise definition of Shuc is given in eq. (5).

Figure 10: Comparison of the experimental alignments for selected decay se-

quences of the NT = 00 isotoncs (see sect. 1 for data sources). All the values

are referred to a reference configuration paramctrizsd by the Harris formula, J =

./(o) + jdj^.a ([Har.l]) with J™ = 2O.MeVlh7 and J™ = 32.VeV'-3ft4.

Figure 11. Comparison of experimental (solid points) and predicted (open points)

relative increase of the B(M1) values due to the excitation of a pair of ii3/2 quasineu-

trons for decay sequences associated with the high-K proton /in/2 Nilsson state in

i6i.i63,i6s.i67LU) i57Ho a n d i59Tm T h e empirically predicted relative increases were

calculated using Donau's formula, eq. (2), and the experimental alignment gains at

the band crossing, see text.

Figure 12: Experimental quadruple moments for the AI = 2 transitions in the

yrast decay sequences of l56Dy90
 157Hooo,15SErgo, 159Tmj>o, and 1C0Yb90- Data are

taken from [Eml.l], [Hag.l], [Gas.2], [Osh.l], [Bec.l], [Gas.l] and [Few.l].
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